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Tony Feher
Bronx Museum of the Arts
and Sikkema Jenkins & Co.
Tony Feher proved to be consistently
playful, light-handed, and entertaining
in these two exhibitions: a traveling
retrospective at the Bronx Museum of
the Arts, including some 25 years of
sculptu"re, and a show of recent work at
Sikkema Jenkins . Whether arranging jar
and bottle lids upside down in a circle
on the floor (Untitled, 1993) or hanging
clusters of small bottles filled with
vodka - each with an amber-colored
marble inside - on a chain from the
ceiling (Untitled, 2013), the artist manipulates the simplest items into considered and deliberate studies of color
and form . A circle of empty green wine
bottles with red marbles placed at the
mouths creates as elegant a sculpture as
one made from traditional materials .
Feher might take shiny, semi-blownup Mylar snack bags or colored plastic
shopping bags, combine them with
plastic strapping, and hang them in
punchy or limp configurations on the

wall. One piece could be taken for a
welded-steel construction; another for
an overflowing kitchen-bag holder. We
can see floor, wall, and ceiling pressed
into service as supports-and that's not
taking into consideration Feher's freehanging clotheslines or wall-hung
shelves that hold plastic bottles filled
with colored liquids (especially the different blues he favors, sometimes filled
at different levels). Other liquids, from
transmission fluid to soda to dishwashing liquid, are taken as the artist finds
them.
At the Bronx Museum, artists such as
Tony Cragg, Cornelia Parker, and Alan
Shields came to mind - Cragg in his use
of myriad found components of similar
shades to organize large forms, Parker
in her hanging of objects not usually
shown in that way, and Shields in his
talent for letting forms define themselves based on their innate qualities
(with more than a little help from the
artist). Cases in point are Feher's hanging curves of string or rope. At Sikkema
Jenkins, a perfectly placed large wall
piece titled Hey Neil, Let's Talk (2013),
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made of rope with opaque blue- and
reddish-orange plastic objects attached
like giant beads, drooped in curves of
varying lengths. Another, more minimal
work dropped fluorescent-green twine
in simple graduated loops from a rod .
An important part of Feher's process
is the way he binds and attaches
things- never particularly elegantly,
but clearly with relish-with fastenings, ties, and knots made from wires,
ropes, strings, or chains . His most recent work involves colored-glass tableware-plates, bowls, and pitchers-of
the type so celebrated in the still-life
paintings of Janet Fish, with their period flounces and decorations . Feher
makes individual works with one such
item attached to a board by some interesting fastening and then leans the
whole piece against the wall. The large,
central work in the exhibition at
Sikkema Jenkins, Parlour Trix (2013),
was made up of hanging vertical chains
holding fragile glass items in pastel
Trix-cereal colors-a delightful tribute
to simple pleasures.
-Cynthia Nadelman
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Parlour Trix, 2013, glass, galvanized-steel wire, and chrome-plated steel chain, 120" x 194" x 10". Sikkema Jenkins & Co.
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